Roll-and-draw a Monster

Roll a dice to find out what your monster will look like....

Roll 1: 🎲 🎲 =  
How many **eyes** will your monster have?

Roll 2: 🏃 🏃 =  
How many **legs** will your monster have?

Roll 3: 🦦 🦦 =  
How many **teeth** will your monster have?

Roll 4: 🦆 🦆 =  
How many **arms** will your monster have?

Roll 5: 🎨 =  
What **color** will your monster be?
1 = Blue  2 = Green  3 = Pink
4 = Yellow  5 = Orange  6 = Purple

Roll 6+7: 🎲 =  
What **other features** will your monster have?
(roll twice) 1 = Horns  2 = Spikes
3 = Nose  4 = Tail  5 = Hair  6 = Spots

**Draw your Monster here**

**This Monster’s name is:** .................................................................
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